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The web site that is the best
represents freedom and liberty is
the Libertarian Party's website.
This Great Recession has many
Americans questioning their
political allegiance, check out the
quiz there.

People interested in learning
more can view the official Arizona
Libertarian Party website or
checkout the local Libertarian
chapter where the officers
feature articles on line.

The Goldwater Institute has a
running clock on how fast the
Arizona government is spending
money. It has plenty of articles
with great insight on local and
national issues.

Arizona's debt pales compared to
the National Debt Clock. This is a must see for every American to know where their tax dollars are
going.

Something even more important than this debt is how it corresponds to the GDP on the US
Government Spending; for it will help you understand how this administration has surpased all others,
even FDR who had WWII and the Great Depression to contend with.

Defeat the Debt takes a common sense approach to defeating the deficit. Recovery.com is a
government website dedicated to tracking spending-good luck. To truly comprehend just how much a
trillion dollars is; one can understand why the spending has to stop.

Liberty, and Justice for all; Main Justice has up to the minute stories on corruption and a little insight
to the Justice Department.

A true voice of Liberty can be heard through Ron Paul in his Campaign for Liberty website.
Senator/Dr. Paul knows more about healthcare than anyone in Congress. The Cato Institute speaks
volumes of liberty and freedom.  There are hundreds of others but these are some of the best, they
are also listed on the right hand column.

Tea Party, The movie has been out since last year, this month it's celebrating the first anniversary.
Below is a trailer of what to expect.
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